DEUS EX VAGINA are the composers of a giant requiem for popular culture: The funeral of rock’n’roll. Four corpsepainted porn stars preaching pure fucking Armageddon, pure fucking anarchy, pure fucking Immaculate Conception. Mobilize for Blisskrieg, motherfucker! This is zombie-flavoured glamour death!

The heroes of DXV are experienced performers who played countless concerts with various other projects. They already toured Germany and Russia, played gigs all over Europe, and shared the stage with stars like W.A.S.P., Unheilig, Arch Enemy, Amon Amarth, Dark Tranquility, Heaven Shall Burn, Satyricon, Sodom and Slayer.

DEUS EX VAGINA’s first album “BLISSKRIEG” was produced in the Kohlekeller Studio. 11 tracks, more than 50 minutes playtime and an awesome mixing & mastering by Kohle himself. Two of their songs already appeared on film soundtracks: Their disco-death track “Bodyrain” was chosen for the psychological thriller “Unter Nachbarn” (2011), the song “Southern Comfort Zombie” is the main track in the horror movie “Vom Leben und Sterben einer Liebe” (2012).

They bring zombie-flavoured glamour death on stage - and it’s gonna be bloody! Mobilize for BLISSKRIEG, Motherfucker!

www.deusexvagina.com
info@deusexvagina.com